1 Research on information embedding and particularly information hiding techniques has received considerable attention within the last years due to its potential application in multimedia security. Digital watermarking, which is an information hiding technique where the embedded information is robust against malicious or accidental attacks, might offer new possibilities to enforce the copyrights of multimedia data. In this article, the specific case of information embedding into independent identically distributed (IID) data and attacks by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is considered. The original data is not available to the decoder. For Gaussian data, Costa proposed already in 1983 a scheme that theoretically achieves the capacity of this communication scenario. However, Costa's scheme is not practical. Thus, several research groups have proposed suboptimal practical communication schemes based on Costa's idea. The goal of this artical is to give a complete performance analysis of the scalar Costa scheme (SCS) which is a suboptimal technique using scalar embedding and reception functions. Information theoretic bounds and simulation results with state-of-the-art coding techniques are compared. Further, reception after amplitude scaling attacks and the invertibility of SCS embedding are investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
ESEARCH on information embedding has gained substantial attention during the last years. This is mainly due to the increased interest in digital watermarking technology which potentially can solve copyright infringements and data integrity disputes. Digital watermarking is considered as the imperceptible, robust, secure communication of information by embedding it in and retrieving it from other digital data. The basic idea is that the embedded information -the watermark message -travels with the multimedia data wherever the watermarked data goes. Over the last years, many different watermarking schemes for a large variety of data types have been developed. Most of the work considers still image data, but watermarking of audio and video data is popular as well. Theoretical limits of digital watermarking have been investigated since about 1999 [1] , [2] , [3] . In general, watermark embedding techniques and attacks against watermarks have to be designed specifically for certain host data types. A particularly interesting case is that of independent identically distributed (IID) host data and attacks by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The analysis of more complicated scenarios can often be ascribed to this special case [4] , [5] , [6] .
In this paper, we focus on information embedding into IID host data facing AWGN attacks. Throughout the paper, we denote the investigated scenario as a watermarking scenario. However, it should be emphasized that AWGN is not the optimum attack against embedded watermarks for all types of host data. Thus, information embedding might be a more correct term than digital watermarking, since the robustness requirement is weakenend to robustness against AWGN. We further constrain the discussion to blind reception, meaning that the decoder has no access to the original data. at the encoder. This has been first realized in 1999 by Chen and Wornell [7] and Cox, Miller and McK-ellips [8] . Chen and Wornell introduced an important but almost forgotten paper by Costa into the watermarking community. Costa [9] showed theoretically that the channel capacity for the communication scenario depicted in Fig 
The ideal Costa scheme (ICS) is not practical due to the involved huge random codebook. Therefore, several suboptimal implementations of ICS have been proposed since 1999. A natural simplification of ICS is the usage of a structured codebook x y , which in the most simple case can be constructed by a concatenation of scalar uniform quantizers. This approach, constrained to a sample-wise (scalar) embedding and extraction rule, is denoted in this article as scalar Costa scheme (SCS). The accurate and complete performance analysis of SCS is the main topic of this paper.
Before discussing SCS, we give a brief review of related research on the implementation of Costa's scheme. Chen and Wornell developed in 1998 quantization index modulation (QIM) which provides good performance for low channel noise, but is not robust for channel conditions with £ ¤ £ ¤ [10] , [1] . In 1999, they improved the QIM idea using Costa's approach and named the new scheme QIM with distortion compensation (DC-QIM) [11] . Most of the work of Chen and Wornell concentrates on high dimensional embedding techniques where the dimensionality tends to infinity. This approach enables the analytical derivation of performance bounds. However, little is said about the performance of currently implementable schemes. Further, simulation results using state-of-the-art channel coding techniques are not provided. Chen and Wornell also discuss a simplification of DC-QIM where the indexed quantizers are derived via dithered prototype quantizes. This technique is investigated particularly for the case of uniform scalar prototype quantizers, which is denoted as distortion compensated dither modulaton (DC-DM). Chen and Wornell present a coarse performance analysis of DC-DM that is based on minimumdistance arguments and the variances of the watermark and the attack noise. However, the specific shape of the involved PDFs of the transmitted and received signals are not modelled accurately so that tight performance limits cannot be computed.
Ramkumar and Akansu [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] propose a blind watermarking technique based on periodic embedding and reception functions for self-noise suppression (host signal interference reduction). In particular low dimensional versions of this approach, e.g., with scalar embedding and reception Chou et al. [18] exploit the duality of communication with side-information at the encoder to source coding with side-information at the decoder to derive a watermarking scheme based on trellis-coded quantization. This work can be considered as an extension of the research on practical implementations of Costa's scheme in the direction of high dimensional embedding and reception rules. However, research in this direction is difficult and little progress has been made within the last years. Up to now, performance results that are better than the theoretical capacity limit of ST-SCS propose (see Sec. V) have not been published. Latest results by Chou et al. [19] show at least a slight improvement of turbo coded trellisbased constructions over simple SCS communication using coded modulation techniques. Note also that SCS communication might still remain attractive due to its simplicity even if superior performance of high dimensional embedding techniques can be shown in future.
Note also that principles of Costa's work on communication with side information have recently gained some attention within multiuser communications [20] , [21] , [22] . II. SCALAR COSTA SCHEME For a practical implementation of Costa's scheme, the usage of a suboptimal, structured codebook is proposed, while leaving the main concept of Costa's scheme unchanged. Besides being practical, the developed scheme is independent from the data distribution. This property can be achieved for a properly chosen embedding key sequence [5] , [6] . When no key is used, a reasonably smooth PDF ¥ i" r a nd
m ust be assumed. To obtain a codebook with a simple structure, x y i s chosen to be a product codebook of dithered uniform scalar quantizers, which is equivalent to an -dimensional cubic lattice [23] .
A. SCS Encoder
First, the watermark message In many practical cases, binary SCS watermarking (
) will be used. 
The codebook
x e is chosen to be equivalent to the representatives of a scalar uniform quantizer with step size U q
, which is formally denoted as
enumerates all quantizer representatives of a prototype scalar quantizer with step size U
, and i ntroduces a shift of the prototype quantizer. The t h sub-codebook of x e is given by
so that each sub-codebook is equivalent to the representatives of a scalar uniform quantizer with step size f , and the modification of each component codebook so that
Without knowing , it is practically impossible to reconstruct the codebook xyi r u sed for watermark embedding. Note that the presented encryption does not modify any codebook properties being important for communication reliability, e.g., the distance between different codebook entries. . We propose a scheme in that this process is reduced to the sample-wise operation
where & ® ¤ g d enotes scalar uniform quantization with step size . Finally, the transmitted watermark sequence is given by § ° ± g ¢ © V (9) and the watermarked data is
A block diagram of the presented watermark embedding scheme is depicted in Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 shows an example input-output characteristic for c 3
. 
Costa [9] determined
, as defined in (3), to be the optimum value of for the codebook (2). For a suboptimal codebook, e.g., the product codebook of scalar uniform quantizers used in SCS, the optimum value of can be different. However, no analytical solution has been found yet. In Sec. III-C, the optimum value for in SCS depending on the X Ỳ r a is computed numerically. 
B. SCS Decoder
In general, the decoding reliability can be improved by decoding an entire watermark letter sequence 
A. Distribution of Watermarked Data
Due to the simple codebook structure in SCS and DM, the sample-wise embedding and extraction procedure, and the IID original data, With the introduced assumptions, the shape of one period of | Øi' c V 0r
, can be easily derived from the embedding rules for SCS and DM:
Ú i r d enotes the Dirac impulse and the rectangular signal is
for both watermarking schemes. and that the choice of can be quite different for both schemes which is not reflected in Fig. 4 .
B. Distribution of Extracted Received Data
In this article, attacks by AWGN independent from the original data and the watermark signal are considered. Thus, the PDF of the received data 
where 'é ' denotes convolution. (17) i s computed numerically as described in [5] , [6] , [17] . Note that even for DM and a Gaussian PDF i ç ae r t he PDF of the received value will not be exactly Gaussian. Periodically overlapping Gaussian PDFs have to be considered due to the multiple representation of the watermark letters. ( 
C. Capacity Computation and Optimum SCS Step Size
For the discrete memoryless channel, Gel'fand and Pinsker [28] and Heegard and El Gamal [29] showed that, for communication with side information at the encoder, the capacity is given by
where the maximum is taken over all joint PDFs of the form 
DM is a special case of SCS with C so that the capacity of DM is directly given by
The watermark message is encoded such that for each data element an alphabet
of watermark letters is used, where each letter is equiprobable. Then the mutual information given by [30] 
It can be observed that . SS watermarking is one of the first methods used for watermarking (e.g., [31] , [32] ) and is still the most popular one. 
D. Capacity of SCS Watermarking facing AWGN attacks

Ì ù
SS watermarking is given by the capacity of an AWGN channel [30] , that is
Note that
w ithin common watermarking scenarios. Thus, the performance of blind SS watermarking facing an AWGN attack is mainly determined by the document-to-watermark power ratio 
IV. HIGH-RATE SCS COMMUNICATION
High-rate SCS communication is of interest for scenarios with low attack noise, for instance, if information embedding into analog channels is desired [33] , [27] , [34] . Here, information embedding at rates i c ấ bit/element is considered high-rate watermarking, since for these rates the capacity of binary 
A. Repetition Coding and Spread Transform
The simplest approach for the redundant embedding of the information bits into the original data Spread transform watermarking has been proposed by Chen and Wornell [7] . A detailed description of this technique can be found in [7] , [4] , [5] . Here, we focus on the general principle. In ST watermarking, the watermark is not directly embedded into the original signal 
B. Capacity of ST-Watermarking and Optimal Spreading Factor
ST-SCS watermarking should be considered a different suboptimal approach to implement a transmission scheme with side information at the encoder. Thus, the achievable rate of ST-SCS might be larger than that of SCS. Note that ST-SCS can never perform worse than SCS since SCS is a special case of ST-SCS with¨ l ¦
. The optimum choice of the spreading factor¨for attacks of differing noise powers is investigated.
denote the capacity of a specific watermarking scheme combined with a spread transform with spreading factor¨for an AWGN attack with given
is the capacity of the respective scheme without ST. The performance of ST watermarking can be computed from that of the respective scheme without ST by
with
Applying the ST technique the capacity of SCS and DM watermarking can be improved for It can be found that for SCS,
, and for DM, 
C. SCS with State-of-the-Art Channel Coding
Repetition coding is known to be very inefficient. State-of-the-art error correction codes, e.g., turbo
codes [36] , outperform repetition coding by far. Therefore, simulation results for SCS communication using turbo coding are presented in Fig. 15 . 
Ideally, the receiver knows ). We characterize the attack strength by the effective watermark-to-noise power ratio
At the receiver, after compensation for 
Here,
is the scaled quantizer step size which has to be used for SCS detection.
We propose a technique for estimating the attack channel parameters 
A. Parameter Estimation Based on Fourier Analysis
We introduce a simple model for the conditional PDFs For the r th conditional PDF, the normalized spectrum 
Thus, for the model given in (30) ,
has only one peak, which is located exactly at the frequency
. Note that the multiplication by We consider again the attack channel defined in (27) . However, now, we assume that 
The unbiased estimate
(41) describes the estimation rule for õ þ using the SS pilot watermark that is known to the receiver. is tedious but not difficult so that only the main steps are presented here:
We observe that Var 
VII. INVERSE SCS
In some applications, it is desired to recover the original signal from the watermarked signal after watermark reception. Examples are information hiding applications dealing with medical images [38] , or multiple watermark reception. In applications dealing with medical images, the goal is mainly to recover the original signal with a minimum amount of distortion. In multiple watermark reception, the interference of the first decoded watermark on other embedded watermarks should be minimized. For this, the already decoded watermark is exploited to remove the corresponding embedding distortion as much as possible.
Perfect recovery of the original signal might be impossible in many practical cases, e.g., attack noise cannot be removed in general. However, in some cases it is sufficient to produce a signal that is closer to the original signal than the received signal. In this section, ways to invert SCS watermarking are discussed. In practice, the receiver sees an attacked watermarked signal. Here, a simple AWGN attack is considered again. For completeness the noiseless case is discussed first. 
A. Inverse SCS in the Noiseless Case
In the noiseless case, the watermark decoder receives the signal ü ý
. In this case, the deterministic embedding procedure can be inverted perfectly. It has to be concluded that the inversion of SCS watermarking after AWGN attacks is practically impossible or at least inefficient. Nevertheless, the derived inverse SCS mapping might be useful. Suppose the owner of a signal stores only the SCS watermarked version and erases the original. In this case, the SCS watermark might be designed for strong robustness, that is, low ± a ² ³ s. However, even without an explicit attack, the watermarked signal is slightly distorted due to quantization, which might occur when storing the data. This quantization can be approximated by low-power noise. In such a scenario, the inverse scaling derived for the noiseless case might be not appropriate, but the MMSE estimation removes a good deal of the distortion introduced by the SCS watermark, as demonstrated in Fig. 22 .
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Information embedding into IID original data and an attack by AWGN has been investigated. The decoder has no access to the original data. This scenario can be considered communication with sideinformation at the encoder for that a theoretical communication scheme has been derived by Costa in 1983 . In this paper, a suboptimal practical version of Costa's scheme has been studied. The new scheme is named "scalar Costa scheme" (SCS) due to the involved scalar quantization during encoding and de- Two further topics that are relevant for the usage of SCS in practical information hiding systems are investigated. These are the robustness to amplitude scaling on the watermark channel and the removal of watermark embedding distortion by authorized parties. Robustness against amplitude scaling can be achieved via robust estimation of the proper SCS quantizer step size at the receiver as described in Sec. VI.
In Sec. VII, it is shown that the reduction of watermark embedding distortion is possible for low attack noise.
The performance gap between SCS and ICS has to be bridged by constructing more complicated codebooks and by extending the embedding and detection rule to non-scalar operations. Research in this direction has been started, e.g., by Chou et al. [18] . However, SCS might still remain an attractive technique for many information embedding applications due to its simple structure and host signal independent design.
concerning the SCS step size estimation which helped to improve the explanation of our alorithm significantly.
